Dynamics in longitudinal eye movements and corneal shape.
The magnitude and character of longitudinal movements of the eye were studied in the context of high speed videokeratoscopy. It was of interest to determine whether these dynamic changes in the eye movements can affect the corneal shape and its estimation. A high speed videokeratoscope with a sampling frequency of 50 Hz was used for measuring the corneal apex movements as well as for measuring variations in the best-fit sphere radius and central radius of curvature. The magnitude of the measured longitudinal apex movements could reach over 200 microm showing a slow trend. The estimated local changes of the apex movements that could be associated with the cardiopulmonary system were about 40-50 microm. The temporal variations in the equivalent estimated central radius of curvature ranged between 10 and 15 microm. Spectral analysis of the longitudinal eye movements revealed strong signatures of the pulse and respiration signals as well as the assumed blink control signal. No clear association between the longitudinal apex movements and the corneal curvature was found. However, very slow significant changes in the corneal shape were observed. The central radius of curvature of the cornea revealed slow changes of up to 120 microm. Understanding the nature of such changes will be of benefit in ophthalmic applications requiring highly accurate measurements of corneal shape, such as contact lens design and refractive surgery.